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MONROVIA, CA (March 7, 2011), Parasoft Corporation, a leading provider of automated solutions
that improve software quality and the development process, today announced the release of
Parasoft Test for Visual Studio 2010.
Parasoft Test is an integrated platform for testing throughout all stages of the software development
lifecycle. In addition to delivering the industry&#39;s most comprehensive set of capabilities for
Java, C, C++, .NET, SOA, Web, Cloud, and message/protocol testing, Parasoft Test also provides
task management and peer code review capabilities that support any programming language.
Beyond integrating access to Parasoft C/C++test&#39;s and Parasoft dotTest&#39;s core C, C++,
and .NET test and analysis capabilities within the Visual Studio 2010 environment, the new release
also introduces:
* New technologies for rapid construction of unit testing regression suites
* Agile test automation (static analysis, unit testing, peer review)
* Integrated coverage tracking for unit, integration, and system-level tests
* Extended 64-bit support
* Added support for over 10 C and C++ compilers
* Significant performance improvements for testing large, complex code bases
"More iterative or Agile development practices require greater quality process diligence as well as
pervasive access to solutions that consistently exercise the code and application," said Wayne
Ariola, VP of Strategy for Parasoft. "Parasoft Test helps teams can rapidly deliver on business
objectives while incrementally improving the overall software development lifecycle."
Parasoft Test was developed in response to the rising number of teams leveraging multiple
automated testing techniques together in order to release applications more rapidly, with greater
confidence. It brings a new level of support for collaborative development and testing of complex
heterogeneous applications as well as a new level of integration and collaboration across existing
Parasoft products.
About Parasoft
For 21 years, Parasoft has investigated how and why software defects are introduced into
applications. Our solutions leverage this research to dramatically improve SDLC productivity and
application quality. Through an optimal combination of quality tools, configurable workflow, and
automated infrastructure, Parasoft seamlessly integrates into your development environment to drive
SDLC tasks to a predictable outcome. Whether you are delivering code, evolving and integrating
business systems, or improving business processes&mdash;draw on our expertise and
award-winning products to ensure that quality software. For more information visit:
http://www.parasoft.com.
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